Tries o er text searches with costs which are independent of the size of the document being searched, and so are important for large documents requiring spelling checkers), case insensitivity, and limited approximate regular secondary storage. Approximate searches, in which the search pattern di ers from the document by k substitutions, transpositions, insertions or deletions, have hitherto been carried out only at costs linear in the size of the document. We present a trie-based method whose cost is independent of document size. Trie indexes combine su xes and so are compact in storage. When the text itself does not need to be stored, as in a spelling checker, we even obtain negative overhead: 50% compression.
Our experiments show that this new method signi cantly outperforms the nearest competitor for k=0 and k=1, which are arguably the most important cases. The linear cost (in k) of the other methods begins to catch up, for our small les, only at k=2. For larger les, complexity arguments indicate that tries will outperform the linear methods for larger values of k.
Trie indexes combine su xes and so are compact in storage. When the text itself does not need to be stored, as in a spelling checker, we even obtain negative overhead: 50% compression.
We discuss a variety of applications and extensions, including best match (for spelling checkers), case insensitivity, and limited approximate regular expression matching.
Introduction
The need to nd an approximate match to a string arises in many practical problems. For example, if an optical character reader interprets a \D" as an \O", an automatic checker would need to look up the resulting word, say \eoit" in a dictionary to nd that \edit" matches it up to one substitution. Or a writer may transpose two letters at the keyboard, and the intended word, worst-case run preproc. time extra space ref. The approximate match problem in strings is a development of the simpler problem of exact match: given a text, W n , of n characters from an alphabet , and a string, P m , of m characters, m < n, nd occurrences of P in W. Baeza-Yates 2] reviews exact match algorithms, and we summarize in Figure 1 .
Here, all algorithms except the naive approach require some preprocessing. The Knuth-Morris-Pratt (KMP), Boyer-Moore (BM), and Shift-or algorithms all preprocess the search string, P, to save comparisons. The BoyerMoore algorithms are sublinear in practice, and better the bigger m is, but depend on n. The Patricia method builds a trie and is truly sublinear. 1 The preprocessing is on the text, not the search strings, and although substantially greater than for the linear algorithms, need be done only once for a text. Note that tries of size n can be built in RAM in time O(n), but that on secondary storage, memory di erences make it better to use an n log n method for all practical sizes of trie. So we quote that complexity.
Trie-based methods are best suited for very large texts, which require secondary storage. We emphasize them in this paper, but will compare our trie-based method experimentally with the linear methods.
Approximate string matching adds a parameter to the above, k: the algorithm reports a match where the string di ers from the text by not 1 The term \sublinear" in this literature has two meanings, which we distinguish as sublinear and truly sublinear. Truly sublinear in n means O(f(n)) where f is a sublinear function, e.g., log n or 1. Sublinear means truly sublinear or O(n) where the multiplicative constant is less than 1.
more than k changes. A change can be a replacement (or substitution), an insertion, or a deletion. It can also be a transposition, as illustrated above. Such operations were formulated by Damerau 8] and the notion of edit distances was given by Levenshtein 15] If we are interested in the text only for the substrings it contains, as in a dictionary for spelling check, then we need only store the index, and we can often achieve compression as well as retrieval speed.
Tries have been used to index very large texts 10, 18] and are the only known truly sublinear way to do so. Tries are trees in which nodes are empty but have a potential subtree for each letter of the alphabet, , encoding the data (e.g., 0 and 1 for binary tries). The data is represented not in the nodes but in the path from root to leaf. Thus all strings sharing a pre x will be represented by paths branching from a common initial path, and considerable compression can be achieved. 2 Substring matching just involves nding a path, and the cost is O(m + log n) plus terms in the number of resulting matches. (The log n component re ects only the number of bits required to store pointers to the text, and is unimportant.) Regular expression matching 2 Note that this compression is on the index, which may still be larger than the text. such that D(P i ; W j ) k. Chang 7] proved that this algorithm evaluates O(k 2 ) expected entries. As shown in Table 2 , for P 4 =adfd and W 7 =acdfbdf of 5 8=40 entries, Ukkonen's algorithm evaluates only 23 entries for k=1.
Ukkonen's algorithm sets D(P 1 ; W 0 )=1, D(P 2 ; W 0 )=2, and C 0 =1 at initial time. It evaluates the rst column up to row C 0 +1=2. Since the largest entry value of this column is at row 2, it sets C 1 =2. Then, it evaluates the second column up to row C 1 +1=3. Since the largest entry value of this column is at at row 2, it sets C 2 =2. Similarly, it evaluates the third column up to row C 2 +1=3 to get C 3 =2, the fourth column to get C 4 =3, and the fth column to get C 5 =0, which indicates that it is impossible to change any pre x of adfd to acdfb in less than one edit operation. Thus, we know D(P 4 ; W 7 )>1. We can stop the evaluation if we do not want to know the exact value of D(P 4 ; W 7 ). When conducting a depth-rst traverse, we not only get all sistrings, but also get them in lexicographical order.
When searching a string, say example, branching decisions at each node are given by each character of the string being sought. As the trie in Figure 3 , we test the rst letter e to get to the left branch, and the second letter x to get to the right branch. As a result, search time is proportional only to the length of the pattern string, and independent of the text size. This gives substantial data compression, and is important when indexing very large texts. 
Two Observations
Before introducing our approximate search algorithm, we give two observations which will link the trie method with the DP technique.
Observation I
Each trie path is a pre x shared by all sistrings in the subtrie. When evaluating DP tables for these sistrings, we will have identical columns up to the pre x. Therefore, these columns need to be evaluated only once.
Suppose we are searching for string sane in a trie shown in Figure 3 . To calculate distances to each word, we need to evaluate six tables. Table 3 shows three of them. For each This observation tells us that it is not necessary to evaluate every sistring in a trie. Many subtries will be bypassed. In an extreme case, the exact search, all but one of the subtries are trimmed.
Search Algorithm
The algorithm of Figure 4 shows two functions: DFSearch( TrieRoot, 1) traverses an index trie depth-rst, and EditDist( j) evaluates the jth column of the DP table for pattern string P and target string W. For the purpose of illustration, we start and stop evaluation at the word boundary in the following explanation.
Essentially, this algorithm is a trie walker with cuto s (rejects before reaching leaves). Given a node c, its root-to-c path, w 1 w 2 :::w x , is a pre x shared by all strings in SubTrie(c). If changing w 1 w 2 :::w x to any possible pre x of P costs more than k, there will be no string in SubTrie(c) with Table 4 shows the sizes of the ve texts and their index tries.
Search Time
We randomly picked up 5 substrings from each of the ve texts, and then searched for the substrings using both agrep 28] and our trie algorithm. Both elapsed time and CPU time are measured on two 25MHz NeXT machines, one with 28MB RAM and the other with 8MB RAM. Table 5 shows measured times, averaged on the ve substrings, in seconds.
The testing results show that our trie search algorithm signi cantly out- . We present them here using DP.
Best Match
In some applications, we do not know the exact number of errors before a search. We want strings with the minimal number of mismatches, i.e., strings with 0 k mismatches and no other string in the text having k 0 <k mismatches.
To use our algorithm, we de ne a preset k, which is a small number but no less than the minimal distance, i.e., there exists a string, s, in the text such that D(pattern; s) k. A simple method to set k is to let s be an arbitrary string in the text, and then set k = D(pattern; s). A better way is to search for the pattern using deletions (or insertions, or substitutions)
only. This is to traverse the trie by following the pattern string. Whenever no subtrie corresponds to a character of the pattern, we skip the character in the pattern and look for a subtrie for the next character, and so on. The number of skipped characters will be used as an initial k.
During the traverse, we will have k 0 = D(pattern,s) for a leaf node, where s is the path from the root to the leaf node. Whenever we have k > k 0 , we set k = k 0 and clear the strings that have been found. For best match searching, k decreases monotonically.
Weighted Costs
The distances evaluated before are assumed to have cost 1 for any edit operation. Sometimes, we may want to have a di erent cost. For example, to have substitution costs at least the same as one deletion and one insertion, or to disallow deletions completely.
To make edit operations cost di erently, we need only to modify the distance function. Let I, D, S and R be the costs of an insertion, a deletion, a substitution, and a transposition respectively. We assume costs are all > 0. To disallow an operation, say insertions, we set I = 1. The concept of changing cases can be extended even more generally. For example, when searching a white page for telephone numbers, we don't want an apartment number, such as 304B, to be recognized as a telephone number,
i.e., do not replace a character unless it is a digit to a digit. For the same reason, we may not want to mix letters, digits and punctuation with each other when searching for license plates, such as RMP-167, or postal codes, such as H3A 2A7. For those applications, we can use above de nitions for S ij and R ij , but give a new interpretation of C. We will not elaborate them here.
Combining Exact and Approximate Searches
We sometimes know in advance that only certain parts of the pattern may have errors. For example, many spelling checkers may give no suggestions for garantee. But suppose we knew the su x rantee was spelled right. In this case, we want to search part of the pattern exactly. By following agrep standards 28], we denote this pattern as ga<rantee>. Characters inside a <> cannot be edited using any one of the four operations.
To support both exact and approximate searches for the same pattern, we need only modify I ij , D ij , C ij , S ij and R ij . Let function j p i be a predicate that determines whether p i is a member character inside an exact match <>.
Let function ? p i be a predicate that tells whether p i is the last character needs to be changed is to set ?p i false when there is a $ symbol followed p i , i.e., a pattern looks like : : :<: : :p i >$. In a similar way, we introduce another anchor symbol,^, to prevent insertions at the beginning of an exact match.
For example,^<g>a<rantee>$ means that target strings must start with the letter g and ended with the su x rantee. This time, we set j p 0 true.
Approximate Regular Expression Search
The ability to match regular expressions with errors is important in prac- In this section, we will extend our trie algorithm to deal with regular expression operators with errors. However, the extension operators work only for single characters, i. As syntactic sugar (Unix standards), we may denote a-z] for all lower case letters, i.e., a range of characters; ^aeiou] for anything but vowels, i.e., a complement of the listed characters; and . for all characters, i.e., the wild card.
Kleen Star
The kleen star allows its associated characters to be deleted for free, or to be replaced by more than one identical character for free. 6 Dictionary Search
By a dictionary, we mean a text le which contains keywords only, i.e., a set of strings that are pairwise distinguishable. For dictionary searches, we are only interested in those keywords that relate to the pattern by some measurements (in our case, the edit distance). The orders (or locations) of those keywords are not important to us. For such applications, the text le can be stored entirely in a trie structure. The trie in Figure 3 is a dictionary trie. Experimental results in 22] show that dictionary trie sizes are about 50% of the le sizes for English words. In other words, we are providing not only an algorithm for both exact and approximate searches, but also a data structure for compressing the data up to 50%. Searches are done on the structure without decompression operations.
Searching soundex codes 20] is an example of the dictionary search. By replacing English words with their soundex codes and storing the codes in the dictionary trie, we are able not only to search any given soundex code e ciently (exact trie search) but also to reduce the soundex code size by half.
Searching an inverted le is another example of dictionary search. An inverted le is a sorted list of keywords in a text. The trie structure keeps the order of its keys. By storing keywords in the dictionary trie, we can either search for the keywords or for their location. Furthermore, our trie algorithm provides search methods for various patterns with or without mismatches.
Conclusion
Tries have been used to search for exact matches for a long time. In this paper, we have expanded trie methods to solve the k approximate string matching problem. Our approximate search algorithm nds candidate words with k di erences in a very large set of n words in O(k j j k ) expected worst time. The search time is independent of n. No other algorithm which achieves this time complexity is known.
Our algorithm searches a trie depth rst with shortcuts. The smaller k is, the more subtries will be cut o . When k = 0, all irrelevant subtries are cut o , and this gives the exact string search in time proportional only to the length of the string being sought. The algorithm can also be used to search full regular expressions 3].
We have proposed a trie structure which uses two bits per node and has no pointers. Our trie structure is designed for storing very large sets of word strings on secondary storage. The trie is partitioned by pages and neighboring nodes, such as parents, children and siblings, are clustered in terms of pages. Pages are organized in a tree like structure and are searched in time logarithmic the le size. 
